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The first general meeting of 1963 for the Edmonton Centre will be held on Thursday,

January 10th„ The meeting will commence at 8:1* p.m. sharp in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium,
with the Centre's president, Dr. Trainor in the chair.

The Centre's traditional Handbook Talk will be presented by our treasurer, Dr. H. A.

MacGregor, who has kindly consented to assume this duty. Along-time member of the R.A.S.C,
Mr. H. J. Montgomery, will deliver the January "featurette", entitled "Birds and Stars".
In addition to his astronomical interest, Mr. Montgomery is also well known for his association
with the Edmonton Audubon Society, and his featurette promises to be most interesting. Rather
than having afeatured speaker for our regular January meeting, areport will be presented

regarding the findings made by the United States' Mariner Two spacecraft, which made its
closest approach to the planet Venus, December U»th. Some of the data received from this
successful flight has been de-coded, and was forwarded to the planetarium from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.
STAR NIGHT, 1963

One of the most important items of business on the agenda will be %™P^ ***^event

Loehde Chairman of the 1963 Star Night Committee, on preliminary plans for this year s event.

Sher isnbSrS the committee are Bill Burley, and Dr. H.W. Taylor. In the past several days,

iiejh^e discussed anumber of ideas regarding Star Night...details of which will ^presented
at the forthcoming meeting. As we have mentioned before, we are depending onSTAR NIGHT, 1963
to draw to the attention of the public, the need for a public observatory in Edmonton, prior
to a fund-raising campaign.
SPECIAL JANUARY iEETING

At our regular December meeting, members of the Centre voted in favor of holding aspecial
meeting on Sunday, January 20th, to hear atalk by Mr. Ken Pawson of the Calgary Centre. The
meeting will begin at 8:00 p.m. sharp.

Mr Pawson»s talk, "Two Years in the Antarctic" will highlight some of his impressions of

this Sscimting continent at the bottom of the world. His lecture will be illustrated with a

conecTionof cflor slides which he took in the Antarctic just prior to 19*0. We Roping ^

agood turn-out for this special meeting, as it promises to be amost interesting topic.
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R.A.S.C. February Meetings
A reminder that next month's general meeting of the Edmonton
Centre will be held at 8sl£ pm, February Ujth, at the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium,, Our guest
speaker on that occasion will be Dr. R„E. Folinsbee, who will talk on "Geology and Geography
on the Moon."
*****

WINDOW ON THE UNIVERSE

The CBC again this year, is producing a series of telecasts on astronomy for showing in
classrooms across Western Canada.

The series of four half-hour programs, "Window on the

Universe" will feature Ian McLennan, in his capacity as planetarium director, and a small boy,

George, (portrayed by Murray Lynn) who visits the planetarium frequently to talk astronomy with
the director.

Rehearsals for the programs are now underway, and filming will begin in the next

several days. The telecasts, to be shown across the western CBC network, will appear on
February l£th, 22nd, and March 1st and 8th. The producer of the telecasts is Bill Burley,

another member of the Edmonton Centre, R.A.S.C.
And Speaking of Television

o

o

o

o

o

The Centre's late-night TV-addicts may have noticed recently that Dr. Peter Millman, a
friend of the Edmonton Centre, recently appeared on the program "Viewpoint" - a CBC network

feature which follows the late-evening news.

Dr. Millman talked about some of the space

achievements expected in 1963. Among his predictions were a United States instrument landing
on the moonj and the first American pictures transmitted from the hidden face of our satellite.
Millman also predicted a Soviet rendezvous in space, as an advancement over its last major
.an:ned space flight, in which two men rode in capsules separated by only two miles.

By early 196U, the planet Venus will be in another excellent position for the firing of
a second Venus probe - similar to that which passed the mystery planet December lljth. According
to Dr. Millman, the planet Mars will also be in a favorable position for a deep-space probe probably late in 196U. (The Soviet Union's spacecraft, MARS ONE, is already on its way to Mars,
and is expected to approach the'planet sometime in May.) He predicted that in 1963 and in
196U, on more than one occasion, several men would be sent into orbit around the earth.
Dr. Millman's views were interesting, and well expressed, although space events in the
next several months may show he was perhaps somewhat conservative in his predictions. In the

current planetarium show, "The Stars in '63", we are really going out on a limb, and predicting
that 1963 will see the first woman astronaut sent into orbit around the earth.

In addition,

recognizable television pictures will be sent back to earth from the Mars One probe, launched

November 1st, 1962 j and a Soviet astronaut will be sent around the moon in late 1963, or
possibly in 19614.

*****

Planetarium Notes

"Star of Christmas, 1962" proved once again, to be a most popular holiday offering. It
began December 12th and was enjoyed by large audiences until the 30th of the month. Over 2,000
pondered the possibilities of a supernova, meteor, comet, or the conjunction of the planets
Mars, Saturn and Jupiter providing the phenomenon regarded today as the Star of Bethlehem.

January brings a new planetarium feature entitled "The Stars in '63".

The show will provide

preview of the Astronomical events, and predictions of space experiments and achievements in

the New Year.
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ECLIPSE PREVIEW...

first in a monthly series to continue

until July, 1963.

Each passing day brings the astronomical highlight for 1963 a little closer. On Saturday,

Julv 20th thl moon^n pass over the face of the sun, plunging a fifty-mile wide path into
d-darSness from Northern Japan through Alaska, the Yukon, Northwest Territories, Ontario,
Quebec, and the State of Maine.

As we have mentioned before, Edmonton Centre members who wish to view this dramatic event

should begin making travel plans as soon as possible. Between now and July, we will be printing

the latestinformation regarding the eclipse - with emphases on the various expeditions involved.
We wUl also belmparting'any information received regarding amateur observing parties at any of
the locations through which the moon's shadow passes.

Up to the present time, we have heard about three professional P^163*^.^1^ ^fng
Radio
Observatory £ArizonaS>„ a scientific
team
from Holland, which will set up a base north of
rtaaio uoserva^ory x« J"J; „
.
jji«-« -p—™ rw*«^ +.n ln^tfi near Watson Lake,, Y.T.
the solar eclipse north of Edmonton. These include a group of astronomers from the Kitt Peak

Slave Lake, N.W.T,
• •>

and Mr. Hargreaves' expedition from Quebec, to locate near Watson Lake, 1
In the past two weeks, we have received

considerable information regarding a
number of amateur observing parties most of which will be viewing the

eclipse from the State of Maine.

One of these is a party organized by
SKY AND TELESCOPE magazine.

Complete information can be ob

tained by writing the editor at Cambridge, 38, Mass.

In the meantime, promotion material

has been sent to the planetarium
from the Chamber of Commerce at Bar

Harbor, on the east coast of Maine.

This vacation spot is located in the

exact center of the totality path. A
four-mile drive over paved road brings
the visitor to the summit of Cadillac
Mountain - 1*30 feet above sea level, and
with a 50-mile view in all directions.

Members who are interested in travelling to Bar Harbor
should contact the planetarium, as material regarding
accomodations and other facilities were all included in
the mailing.

A ma1or observing party in the State of Maine will be organized by the American Association
of VariSirS2rCbs^Ssf(AAVSO);
and will be centered around the to.J of Wilton, Me. The

following is the program for the AAVSO meeting at Wilton, July 19 - 21, 19638
Pri. Jul. 19, 8pm.... Lecture and get-together in the Legion Hall, Wilton.

Sat Jul
TOTAL SOUR
(The_^
AAVSO^site $Qhasm±les
beenfrom
selected
near
Sat.
Jul. 20
20, k*!iS
k.k5 pm....
pm.... THE
^ ^^
^ ECLIPSE.
^ ^^
Wilt0lO
8:30 pm.... ASociety Dinner in the Legion Hall with Maine Lobster (i) -and

"good fellowship for all - to help either the elation or dejection

over the eclipse results."

Sun. Jul. 21, morning.... A special program is being planned for the morning.

Acomplete list of accomodations in the Wilton area (including the "Moon-Glo Motel") -can
be obtained from the planetarium.

In future editions of STARDUST, we will be reviewing eclipse prospects from various other
areas.

-Ed.
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THE OBSERVER'S CORNER

by Bill Cable

group is still active and steadily increasing in membership,
C standsTheatObservers!
18 young men with considerably more expressing interest in joining.

The total

Weather is currently a major problem to the group, with clouds hampering observations of
lunar meteorites and occultations. The aurora is currently inactive (or if otherwise - who
can see it?) Advantage has been taken recently, of a few clear nights. A two-night meteor
count was made during the Geminid shower, and an experiment was conducted; Three parties were

formed, with one group journeying to North Edmonton to observe the north, north west north
east, and the zenith. The second group was posted on the south side to observe the south,
south west, south east and the zenith. The third group went out to Winterburn and observed
all areas.

Although the results of the observations have not been fully evaluated, the project appears
to have been successful and rewarding. Franklin Loehde will present a complete resume of the
observations during the Geminid shower, as well as ayear-end review of the Observers 'activ

ities, in the next issue of Stardust, In the meantime, Mr. Loehde reports approximately 19

meteors, during a total of 1^0 observing minutes.
Group #1, observing in North Edmonton, included
Bill Cable, Cliff Rhodes, Jim Siddle, Mike Tait, Tom
Beatty and Observer X. Group #2 observing in South
Edmonton, was comprised of Franklin Loehde, Rickey
Salmon, Fred Tauber, and Brian Macdonald. Those
§_16observing in Group #3 at Winterburn were Stuart

Lawerence, Gary Fi,nley, Randy Allan, Art Pedersen and

Bruce Bohannan.

l!
RICKEY SALMON

The entire group will miss the enthusiastic support of Junior Observer, ^c^ Salmon.
Rickey's father, Mr. Salmon has been transferred to Ottawa, and his family will follow him
in late Spring. The Edmonton Centre Junior Observers have enjoyed the hospitality of the
Simons on more than one occasion, and Rickey has been an exceptionally active and competent
observer. The Ottawa Centre is indeed fortunate in their prospective new member.

The R.A.S.C. Observers' Group has a number of new members which have joined in the past
few weeks.
These include:

Randy Allen, Jim Siddle, Donald Siddle, Eric Ball, Rodney Ziegler,
Harry Saunders, Clifford Rhodes, and Jim Evans.

New regular members admitted to membership at the December meeting included Mr. John Ash,
ew r gu
^ g_^ Harrison, and Mr. Joseph Hruschak. In addition, Walter Franiel,

a member from the Calgary Centre transferred his R.A.S.C. membership to
Edmonton. We are pleased to see that Mr. Franiel has brought his charming
wife, Joy, into the Society.

We are alwavs happy to hear from our good friends in the Regina Astronomical Society,

whose neZltZTJ^live faithfully eacn month. In the recent issue, John Hodges reports

that anumber of members of the Society are hard at work making telescopes... (a once-popular

activity in amateur astronomy, which seems to have faded into the background.) »•«•£•••

Pat Brehm has started a six-inch, while Art flnbertson and Ron Wallace have started four-inch

SrrorsT Because of the revived'interest in this field, Ben Drew will speak to the Regina
Society later this month on the polishing and grinding of mirrors.

Incidentally, our own Franklin Loehde once became very interested in optics, but was
soon discouraged. He fell into a lens grinding machine, and made a spectacle of himseli.
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THE PLEIADES

by Bill Cable

There is not a person familiar with the sky, who, toward the middle of August - late in
the evening, does not thrill to the sight of a misty patch of light on the Eastern horizon.

This is the first view of the Pleiades, a group of stars that are to be prominent m the
winter sky.

At first glance one sees six loosely grouped stars that form a small dipper. In some cases
these stars have been mistaken for the Little Dipper by people unfamiliar with the constellations

Binoculars or small telescopes reveal many more stars belonging to this group. Photographic

exposures bring to evidence a gaseous nebulosity around the brighter stars. The Pleiades were

formed out of interstellar dust and gas about 60 million years ago and lie at a distance of
about LOO light years. The names of the brighter stars are as romantic as the group itself:

1. Altasj 2. Pleione5 3. Alcyone* L. Merope* 5. Maiaj 6. KLectra; 7. Taygeta. Fainter stars

are also named s 8. Celaenoj 9. Asterope Xj 10. Asterope H.

j
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unaided eye are of the fourth magnitude, yet even at

full moon this constellation is distinctly visible

v jHQ

YXJL -•%
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AH but one of the six stars visible to the

?

even though a third magnitude star is hard to see.

The stars are not as close together as a casual

glance would indicate. They cover more than three

square degrees and a filll moon can pass freely among

the stars occulting one at a time.

The Pleiades have attracted the attention of men from the dawn of civilization. Great

nations have worshipped them; large temples have been built in their honor, and people far
removed from one another have been guided in their agricultural and commercial activities by

the rising and setting of these six points of light in the night sky. The Pleiades are among
the first groups of stars mentioned in the astronomical literature of China, with one record
bearing the date 2357 BC. In the year 2170 BC, the group heralded the spring season with its
midnight culmination and could be seen through the south passageway of the Oroot ¥ftwAA» It
has also been suggested that the seven chambers of this structure commemorate this beautiful
constellation.

The Hindus, Japanese, Greeks, Aztecs, South Africans, Persians, French, ancient Druids of

Britain all recognized and had feasts in honour of the Pleiades. The constellation was the
favorite of the Iroquois Indians and the Shasta Indians of Oregon also have a legend concerning
this group. It is undoubtly one of the most fascinating constellations to be found. The legends

and mythologies are many and varied. It is interesting to see the variations including animals,

people and birds but there is one feature common to all

The Lost Pleiad.

"... As seven their fame is on the tongues of men,

Though six alone are beaming on the eye."
- Aratos.

Editor's Note: This month marks the beginning of a new system of mailing for
STARDUST. Name plates have been made up by a commercial firm,
and will be used to stamp-address our newsletter each month.

Due to complications in the change-over, there were no meeting
notices issued this month.

This, we will resume in February.

You may also receive this issue somewhat late. However, once the
new system is in full operation, it promises to be a more
efficient way of handling the distribution of STARDUST.

•
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Review of last month's program.

Clocks - Terrestrial, Astronomical and Atomic: ^ ^ Q^ Garland, U of A (Geology.)
™,+ that
+h*+ the
standard
Dr. Garland began by pointing; out
the s
tan°«doof time is the
^ rotation
solar of the earth, with
p

reference
to ^%™ £^J^t^T^essive positions of the sun
on the meridian. For
term defined as the lapsed time between success*
viewed through a zenith
more accurate measurements, astronomers ™J*%*«*B ttaE*S£. Other sorts of clocks are
tube. more
He constant
showed the pendulum
as thesuchearliest
t£ere
irregularities
much
Is the earth
a|Ood for..^J^™**}^
clock^ter ^
^ **£«
J in_the

r^ai
srndelectrified>"oscillates
constantsit.i8r^L^S'^8^
frequency at arate of 100,000 cycles per second.

atomic atclock
is controlled
vibration
of atoms
^e^'frate
atom An
vibrates
aconstant
rate andbyisthevery
reliable.
Some Jg—^f£
abrupt chang
^ ^^

of rotation in 19*6 and 19*7 could ^"^^^f1£oS acomplete cycle, tracing out a
axis is tilted approximately 23* degrees and P»°e"« *™g Jjj JJ rotation making a

cone every 26,000 years. Th******»& W^e lenSHf a«2U hour day" is actually greater

circle
in about fourteen nenthoj^^^SjlS^£m7- to ameasureable extent since
in winter than in summer. The earth is **J™»^ "J^TLj. earlv - believed to be caused by

Newton's time The moon gets^to J^^^."** X^fpulled daily by the moon -

Erty^^

- «* —ce °f the

tides is eliminated.

** *u
earth^ on
certain
After suggesting
that4. +*,««>
there «,-!«,>,+
might -h*
be aa redistribution
r^£ibutio of mass inside the^^
demonstrate
occasions, Dr. Garland enlisted the aid of * ^°^ ^moer _oaleo With heavy weights in the
what happens when such aphenomenon occurs on amuch J^^^^S dre^in his arms, his

member'
the noticeably,
^WolSTtte^M
principle
speed ofs extended
rotation arms,
increased
following the MVR constant"
cons
p
p concerning ^the

conservation of angular momentum. This effect is^Ujjdjjto pOWte
order to increase the velocity of the »spin . Any ™v*me™ °X

"

, y^ ^^

d water outwards

CTtha
°!SrdoV^i::ed°ofr0rotata£• e?thTiS2. He'L^oned'the Wegener Drift.- the
theor^'hat oncHe'tain^artfo^the earth may have been near the South Pole, and were
gSteTLTp^roS^irihe same time. The curvatures of coast-line of the Americas and
the Europe-Africa coasts suggest that once they were in close co-incidence.

such 2\££o£X ' ££ » any liquid Serial veils up suddenly, the „ass Wes
m» •»,.+>, mav have a "liauid iron" core.

Its presence causes magnetic lines of force

outward and the earth as a consequence slows down.

STARDUST is a monthly publication
of the Edmonton Centre,

Royal Astronomical Society of Canada.

happy new year
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